Constitution Day

The LCLCE is currently pairing classrooms with judges and attorneys for in-class presentations for Constitution Day, Monday, September 17.

Teachers
Let the LCLCE set up a presentation for your school or classroom!
Teacher Enrollment Form

Legal Professionals
Volunteer to visit a school near you!
Judge and Attorney Enrollment Form

Enroll by either faxing or mailing an enrollment form to the LCLCE office. Or simply contact Kandis Showalter directly by phone at (504) 619-0141 or by email Kandis.Showalter@LSBA.org.

Lawyers in the Classroom/Judges in the Classroom
A partnership of the Louisiana State Bar Association, Louisiana District Judges Association and the LCLCE

Louisiana Summer Institute

2012 Summer Institute Attendees
Kudos to the Louisiana teachers and educators for participating in the intensive two day Summer Institute. Their dedication to the teaching
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Special Thanks to: Judge Scott Crichton, Judge Karen Wells Roby, Prof. Isabel Medina, Liz Tullier, Ann Majeste and Robert Rome for their contributions to this year's program. Educational materials were generously donated by the Center for Civic Education and Street Law.
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Classes Need Legal Mentors

We have a sophomore AP class on the New Orleans Westbank that would like to compete in the 2012 We the People State Competition in January. They need a lawyer or judge that can visit them during their 9 am class once a week for a few minutes. The mentor will be asked for legal input and general guidance. Having a mentor will greatly inspire these students and increase their motivation towards learning.

We also have two senior AP classes, one on the New Orleans Westbank and one in Metairie that we would like to place with a mentor.

We the People is a nationally acclaimed civics curriculum that focuses on the Constitution. The culminating activity, for which these classes are aspiring, is a simulated congressional hearing. View a four minute video on this program.

We the People

If interested in volunteering, please contact Peggy.Cotogno@LSBA.org.

Thank You for Your Generous Contributions!

Many thanks to members of the Louisiana legal community who have elected to support the LCLCE and its programs through their LSBA dues check off option. These contributions are essential to the success of the LCLCE and its programs to support law related education in Louisiana classrooms.

List of 2012 Contributors
This year's conference will be held at the Paragon Resort Casino located in Marksville, La. Reservations are being taken now. For more information, download the conference registration form here.

## We the People: The Citizen & the Constitution
### Kindle, iBooks & EBooks

Click on this link to find out about the new digital availability of the *We the People and Project Citizen* textbooks.

## Attorney Job Positions
### Law Office Positions

The Louisiana State Bar Association has a current listing of job opportunities in the legal field. To view these opportunities click here.